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Creating a floor that looks and feels like the real thing 

is all about capturing the details. At Pergo, it’s an 

experience that goes beyond the visual. Try running 

your hand across one of our Sensation floors and 

discover that 

it feels every bit as real as it looks.

As the inventor of laminate flooring we know there is more 

to a great floor. That’s why we offer 100% water-resistance 

with our AquaSafe technology to take care of accidents, 

and make cleaning easier. Add to that everyday durability, 

a sustainable production process and a wide range 

of modern designs that makes it easy to find the perfect 

floor for your interior. Welcome to Pergo!

Floors for real life

Pergo made the first laminate floor 
to receive the Nordic Swan Ecolabel. 
Today all our laminate and wood 
floors share the same certification.
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Are you 
ready for a
Sensation?
Pergo Sensation takes laminate flooring to a new level, bringing 

durability, natural looks and supernatural functionality that really stands 

out. But don’t just take our word for it – visit your nearest retailer to see 

the difference for yourself!

Imperfection to perfection
Knots, cracks and a matt finish all play a part in creating the natural look.

True-to-nature look and feel
A deeper surface structure brings out every grain of the wood design 

– even down into the new refined bevels.

We’ve got you covered
For extra durability, the surface protection covers the entire facing

of each plank – all the way into the bevels.

100% water-resistant
AquaSafe technology protects your floor from spills and liquids.
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Natural looks
and supernatural

functionality!
Find all Sensation

collections starting

on page 16
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With the Pergo FloorLab you can see your new floor in your existing room.

Just upload a picture of your interior, pick a floor from our entire range and play 

around with colours, designs and materials until you find the look you like. 

Want to look into the future?

Visit FloorLab and FloorFinder on pergo.com
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MODERN PLANK, BARNHOUSE OAK  L0339-04307

Visit FloorLab and FloorFinder on pergo.com

S C A N D I N AV I A N  S I M P L I C I T Y

Indoors that can 
handle the outdoors  
Leaving the cold, the wet and the dirt behind as you close the door 

is a great feeling. Especially when you have a floor that can take whatever 

you bring with you. The AquaSafe protection in our Sensation floors 

makes sure that water and dirt stays on the surface to either evaporate 

or be wiped up. An ideal choice of flooring for hallways and other parts 

of your home that will be exposed to the aftermath of outdoor adventures.
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WIDE LONG PLANK, BEACH TOWN OAK  L0334-03870

Feel the look
The design of our Sensation floors 

is not limited to the visual. 

The texture also brings out every 

grain of wood, every groove of the 

authentic vintage planks.
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WIDE LONG PLANK, FJORD OAK  L0334-03863
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WIDE LONG PLANK, CHALKED NORDIC OAK  L0334-03865

WIDE LONG PLANK, SEASIDE OAK  L334-03571

WIDE LONG PLANK, LIGHT FJORD OAK  L0334-03862

WIDE LONG PLANK, BEACH TOWN OAK  L0334-03870

Want to see this floor in the real world?
The Pergo FloorLab lets you install our floors in your home virtually, for the perfect try-out. Read more on pergo.com.

Think big!
In hallways and 

other narrow spaces,
long planks add a roomy 

sense of volume. 

Sensation
wide long plank

2050 x 240 mm

Three other oak decors
that also would look great 

in this hallway!
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Ways to add
space to a narrow

hallway:

Let there be light
Generally speaking, 

the more light there is, the 
bigger a space looks.

Go big 
Large floorboards 

make the whole interior 
feel bigger and airier.

Slim it down
No bulky furniture obstructing 
the visual flow. Use tall legs 

and minimal design.

Lighten up
Go for light colours 

that will open up the space: 
whites, creams and extremely 
light pastels will help create 

a bigger illusion.

Choose focus
An interesting piece of art 

or furniture at the end 
of the hall provides a place 

for the eye to go,
which visually shortens the 

hallway as well.
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Want to know the secret behind the 
durability of Pergo laminate floors?

Here it is!

Every plank of a Pergo laminate floor is covered with patented TitanX™ surface protection. 

This is a multilayer technology that includes aluminium oxide particles to provide superior 

resistance to wear and scratching. The sealed surface also contributes to making your floor 

hygienic and easy to clean. But the durability of a Pergo laminate floor is not just surficial. 

The qualitative HDF core, made of a minimum of 80% wood which is 100% recovered, 

provides very high resistance to dropped objects and high-heeled shoes.

Pergo’s guarantees are subject to local law and may therefore vary from country to country.

For information about guarantees in your country, contact your nearest Pergo retailer or read more at pergo.com.

 Superior wear and scratch-resistance layer 

             Everlasting decor

            High-performing HDF core

     Back stabiliser 

Superior durability 
for all-round domestic use

Class 32: 25-year guarantee

Thanks to extreme durability we guarantee against wear and stains  for lifetime – 

the best guarantee on the market.
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The AquaSafe technology creates a sealed, 100% water-resistant 

surface, that extends all the way down into the bevels. 

This efficiently prevents water from penetrating the floor.

And not only that, it makes your floor equally resistant to dirt and stains. 

Like water, they simply stay on the surface and can be wiped away easily. 

Wide Long Plank and Modern Plank offer a 10 year and Drammen a 5 year wet warranty.

On top of this, Wide Long Plank and Modern Plank offer a 10 year pet warranty

See all our water-resistant floors on pages 16-17. 

Where do you need
a water-resistant floor?

Hallway:
With our water-resistant floors you don’t have to worry 

about dirt or water from outside. The sealed surface makes it all stay 
on the surface and makes it easy to clean.

Kitchen and dining room:
Water-resistant also means wine and sauce-proof. 

If you spill something, just wipe it off! 

Kids’ room:
Who knows what they’ll get up to?

A water-resistant floor is good insurance.

Laundry and bathroom
Even a functional space can have a beautiful floor.

Life is too short
to worry about water!

With AquaSafe taking care of the floor, our accessories for a water-resistant 

finishing seal the deal on your new interior. Read more on page 19.
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modern 
plank

 L0334-03862 

 L0339-04289 

 L0334-03568 

 L0339-04297

 L0334-03570 

 L0339-04305

 L0334-03863 

LIGHT FJORD OAK

NORTH CAPE OAK

SIBERIAN OAK

ISLAND OAK

ROCKY MOUNTAIN OAK

MOORLAND OAK

FJORD OAK

 L0339-04311

 L0334-03571 

 L0339-04295

 L0334-03865

 L0334-03590 

 L0339-04299

 L0334-03870 

 L0339-04293

 L0334-03589 

 L0339-04309

 L0334-03864 

STOCKHOLM OAK

CHALKED NORDIC OAK

COUNTRY OAK

VINTAGE GREY OAK

SEASIDE OAK

TUNDRA OAK

BEACH TOWN OAK

SKAGEN OAK

CHATEAU OAK

MEADOW OAK

LODGE OAK

 L0339-04307 L0339-04313

ESTATE OAK BARNHOUSE OAK

wide long 
plank

sensation

sensation

1380 × 190 × 9 mm
10 year wet warranty

4-way bevel | PerfectFold

2050 × 240 × 9.5 mm
10 year wet warranty

4-way bevel | PerfectFold
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 L0348-05015  L0348-05014  L0348-05016  L0348-05018 

WHITE GLOOM OAK SANDWAVE OAK ISLA OAK CAPPUCCINO OAK

 L0348-05020 
 

 L0348-05019

CORNWALL OAK DARTMOOR OAK 

 L0348-05013 L0348-05017

RICARD OAK BROWN LEATHERED OAK

drammen

DRAMMEN, SANDWAVE OAK  L0348-05014

1200× 190 × 8 mm
5 year wet warranty

4-way bevel | Uniclic
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5 perfect finishes in 1
Profile solutions for different parts of your floor, all wrapped up in one handy package. 
The profiles match your floor perfectly in colour and the all-in-one solutions provide 
a seamless result. The surface is wear- and scratch-resistant laminate. With the patented 
Incizo® solution, you simply cut the profile to the shape you need. 
Suitable for flooring heights 7 – 10 mm.

End profile
Finishing up to threshold, sliding doors, etc.

Transition profile
From laminate to carpet.

Adapter profile
From laminate to ceramic, vinyl or linoleum.

Expansion profile
From laminate to laminate.

PGINCP(-), 2150 × 48 × 13 mm
See matching matrix for correct art no.

Stair nose, flush
For a flush finish on stair treads.

The Incizo® subprofile is required for stair application 
and has to be ordered separately.

NEINCPBASE(-), 2150 mm
See matching matrix for correct art no.

Stair nose
For a step down from a floating floor, e.g. at the top 
of the stairs or a step down in a room.
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Quiet-Step Combi-Lay
NZQSC-LAY20FS; NZQSC-LAY50FS
20/50m2 roll Thickness 2mm

Quiet-Step Combi-Lay is the first 
choice where a quiet step sound 
and maximum reduction in multi-
storey noise is required. This high 
density underlay has no match 
when it comes to reducing foot 
fall noise, with a reduction of up to 
30% over standard underlays.

Combi-Lay Standard
NZC-LAY20FS; NZ C-LAY50FS
20/50m² roll Thickness 2mm

Combi-Lay Standard is no normal 
underlay. The dense, closed cell 
polyolefin foam provides excellent 
support, with good reduction of 
both reflected and impact noise.

Installation kit
PGTOOL 

Everything you need in one box. 
Contains tapping block, installation 
spacers in two sizes 
(2 x 18 = 36 pcs) and a pull bar.

Extra spacers
PGSPACER, 48 pcs.

Installation made easy

Want a watertight finish?
Optimize your water-resistant laminate floor 
with a watertight finish. Secure the floor with:

Foamstrip
NEFOAMSTRIP20, 20 m x 10 mm

PE foam expansion joint filler. 
Serves as an elastic filler of all 
dilatation gaps around the floor 
perimeter. Requires sealing with 
Aqua Sealant. 

Aqua Sealant
PGKITTRANSP, 310 ml

For invisible and waterproof 
finishing around wallbases, 
mouldings, transitions, door 
frames, etc.
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Easy to love and live on
The tightly sealed TitanX™ surface prevents dirt from taking hold, making Pergo laminate floors easy to clean. 
Our high-quality, ergonomically designed original maintenance accessories make it even easier to keep your floor 
looking fresh for longer. To maintain the lustre of a Pergo floor, avoid using regular cleaning products such as soaps 
and detergents as these will form a film on the surface. Pergo’s special all-round cleaner removes dirt without 
leaving a film, if used correctly.

All-round Floor Cleaner 
PGCLEANALL1000

Specially developed for cleaning 
laminate, wood and vinyl flooring. 
Ideal for removing dirt, grease 
spots and heel marks, as well 
as for daily cleaning.

Repair wax
PGREPAIR

Repair the colour of damaged 
planks quickly and easily with 
wax in colours that match the 
Pergo wood palette. Contains 
1 melting knife, 1 comb, 7 wax 
blocks. For more information 
on how to mix colours, please 
visit pergo.com.

Ordinary cleaning
Damp clean the floor no more than every week or two.  Use the 
recommended cleaner and flat style micro-fibre mop, well wrung out.
Do not overuse. Used mop should be washed according to labelling, in 
60 °C, without any additives. Do not work in larger areas than 15 – 20 m2 
at a time. Make sure the floor is dry after damp mopping.

Heavily soiled or stained floors
To remove stubborn stains or markings, Use the recommended cleaner 
and a clean mop, towel or a scratch-free white or red pad if extra 
treatment is needed. Let it act for a few minutes. Remove the stain by 
wiping it away with a clean mop dampened with lukewarm water. Repeat if 
necessary. Wipe dry afterwards.

Stain-removal guide
Locally spotted areas: Apply recommended cleaner to the spot. Let the 
floor cleaner dissolve the stain for a few minutes. Remove the stain by 
wiping it away with a clean mop dampened with lukewarm water. Repeat 
if necessary. 
Chocolate, grease, juice, cordials, wine: Spray with recommended 
cleaner or use warm water added with recommended cleaner. 
Tar, crayon, lipstick, shoe polish, ink, carbon, nail polish 
or cigarettes: Methylated spirit, acetone or household solvent, 
petroleum spirit.
Candle wax and chewing gum: Allow to harden then carefully scrape off.

Avoid wax and polish 
A Pergo laminate floor should never be waxed or polished. 
Never scrub with steel wool or any other coarse material as this may have 
a negative effect on the appearance and structure.

Additional treatments
Some textured surfaces require special treatment as described:
Matt textures: Dirt will generally stick harder to floors with matt textures. 
We therefore recommend that these types of floors be dry cleaned more 
regularly.
Polished textures: Dried watermarks are often more visible on polished 
 textures. Always wipe with a dry mop after damp cleaning.
Floors with bevelled edges: Because water can accumulate  
in the bevel, be sure to always wipe dry.

Protect your floor
We recommend using soft caster wheels for hard floors on office chairs. 
Also protect the floor by using felt pads on furniture legs. 
Always use a doormat at the front entrance.
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Here’s the key to Pergo durability

WEAR PROTECTION Pergo’s patented TitanX™ surface 
is the best multilayer protective floor finish on the market, 
providing wear resistance that exceeds normal standards 
for commercial environments.

HYGIENIC A Pergo laminate floor makes it easier 
to maintain a high level of hygiene. Bacteria require 
nourishment and moisture in order to thrive, and the 
tightly sealed, easy to clean TitanX™ surface makes 
this impossible. This provides a high level of hygiene 
naturally, without chemical antiseptics.

SCRATCH RESISTANCE The TitanX™ surface has an 
extra protective layer providing the best scratch- and scuff-
resistance on the market, so your Pergo floor will retain its 
lustre much longer than other laminate floors.

IMPACT RESISTANCE The unique multilayer construction 
of our TitanX™ surface, together with a dense core material, 
provides very high impact resistance for handling dropped 
objects and high-heeled shoes.

HIGH FIRE RESISTANCE A Pergo floor with TitanX™ 
surface has a natural high resistance to fire thanks to 
its multilayer construction. This, combined with the core’s 
density, allows for faster heat dissipation.

EASY INSTALLATION Pergo's patented PerfectFold 
installation system makes installation faster and easier 
because you simply fold the floor into place.

WATER RESISTANCE Pergo combines moisture- 
resistant core materials with a strong and tight click- 
joint. On some of our ranges we also apply the unique 
Aquasafe technology. The result is some of the most 
water-resistant floors on the market.

ANTI-STATIC Pergo laminate floors eliminate static 
electricity. Electrostatic charges are dissipated through 
electrically conductive graphite in the flooring. This method 
fulfils the market’s most stringent antistatic requirements.

EASIER CLEANING A Pergo floor with TitanX™ surface 
is much easier to clean than ordinary floors. The reason 
is that the TitanX™ surface is so tightly sealed that dirt 
simply cannot take hold.

Impact resistanceScratch resistance
The TitanX™ surface offers the best 
scratch and scuff protection on the market, 
ensuring that the floor retains its lustre.

A unique multilayer construction 
and the dense core material protects 
the floor against dropped objects 
and high-heeled shoes.

Wear resistance
A Pergo laminate floor will withstand 
the abrasion and wear of everyday life, 
year in and year out.

Scratch resistance
Pergo has an extra layer of aluminium oxide particles that make it more resistant to scratches 
than most comparable laminate floors. For our test we use Scotch Brite® abrasive fleeces. 
One part of the surface is rubbed 160 times at a load of 0.4 kg, then we look for scratches.  
Another part of the surface is rubbed 80 times at a load of 0.6 kg, then we measure the change 
of gloss. We compare our TitanX™ solutions with four other laminate floors.

Antistatic flooring
The European method EN 14041 is used 
to measure the body voltage a walking 
person collects when walking on a floor.
A value below 2 kV is required for  
antistatic floorings.

High

Medium

Few

None

Number of scratches

Other 
laminate

Other 
laminate

Other 
laminate

Other 
laminate

Body voltage (kV)

Standard
laminate

% Gloss reduction

Product images may differ from actual product. The availability of products, or the products themselves, may change at any time without notice. Contents © 2022 by Unilin bv – division flooring. 

All Rights Reserved. The contents of this brochure may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior written permission from the publisher.

Class 32 
AC4

Class 32
Small ball: ≥ 12 N

Big ball: ≥ 750 mm

Pergo was the first laminate floor to be certified 
with the Nordic Ecolabel, the Green Swan. All Pergo 
laminate floors carry this label. An example of a good 
 environmental product.
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Durability designed to last
As a flooring company we have a responsibility that goes beyond just providing stylish 

interiors. That’s why we continually work to minimize our environmental impact through 

constant innovation, and by challenging the way we produce our floors.

Circularity at the core. At the core of our laminate floors sits a high-density wood fiberboard. 

Wood is not only a renewable material, it also helps to fight climate change by the amount of CO2 

it absorbs. Trees however have a broader roll than just to deliver wood. They also provide shelter 

for animals and stimulate biodiversity. So instead of harvesting trees to make floors, we use  

100% recovered wood or wooden by-products produced by other industries (like sawmills, forest 

management, etc) that would otherwise have been burned or discarded.
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* Information sur le niveau d’émission 
de  substances volatiles dans l’air 
intérieur,  présentant un risque de 
 toxicité par  inhalation, sur une échelle 
de classe allant de A+ (très faibles 
émissions) à C (fortes émissions). 

Running on green energy. Wood can also be a source of green energy. UNILIN, the group behind 

Pergo, has invested in two biomass plants where wood waste is converted into energy. This enables 

us to run our production on 48% renewable energy on a group level.

Exceeding expectations. At Pergo, we challenge ourselves by applying strict criteria when it comes 

to safety, health and sustainability. We are the inventors of the first laminate floor and we’re the first 

laminate producer to receive the EU ecolabel. All our floors are also certified with the Nordic Swan label.

Up to 90% of our everyday life activities is spent indoors. That’s why we are proud to announce 

that our laminate floors have formaldehyde emission that are many times lower than what is required 

by the EU standard. In fact it’s comparable to natural wood, so walking in a room with a laminate floor 

is just the same as walking in a forest.

Easy to install, easy to live with. We believe in making floors that will last and bring joy instead 

of becoming landfill after a few years. That’s why we offer a life-long warranty up to 33 years. 

Thanks to our advanced click technology, you can install your floor glue-free and without the need

of tools. This also enables you to de-install your floor without any hassle or damage.
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pergo.com

Our floors look even better in real life!

Pergo is brought to you by Floorscape
Auckland; Tel.: (09) 476 0428
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